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INTRODUCTION
During the early 1930's, agricultural
was an acute problem. Many
farmers in Mississippi, accustomed to
borrowing money for production purposes, found themselves in a precari-

credit

ous financial situation. The doors of
many lending agencies were not open
to them as borrowers, and many mortgage foreclosures were occurring. The
institutions which had previously loaned to farmers were unable to extend
credit since depositors were calling for their money.
Farmers were
faced with very low prices for the products and were unable to pay their
debts or to borrow for another year.
It was evident that the credit facilities for agriculture were inadequate
and that correction of this situation

more

was

of paramount importance.
The
conditions described above were, to a
large extent, responsible for the establishment of the Production Credit system. This system was based somewhat
on the early credit associations operating in Arkansas under the leadership

of

Mr.

S.

M. Garwood.

Figure

1.

The second

Governor
tration,

of the

Mr. W.

Farm
I.

Credit AdminisMyers, however, was

responsible for making several changes,
and the system as it exists today was

formulated under his direction.
In 1933 the Production Credit Corporation,
a
supervisory agency, was
established by an act of Congress. It
is composed of 12 district Production
Credit Corporations as shown in Figure 1. Each district agency was established to provide supervision, organizational aid, and capitalization in setting
up a local network of Production Credit

Associations which would ultimately be
farmer owned and controlled. Capitalization, of course, was of the greatest
necessity.
It is these local units that
are now playing an important part in
furnishing credit for production purposes to farmers and cattlemen throughout the nation.
The Farm Credit Act of 1933 provides
for the appropriation of $120 million,
to the Production Credit Corporations,
for purchasing capital stock in the local
associations. About $7V2 million of this

The Iwelve Produclion Credit

Districts in the United Stales.

MISSISSIPPI

Figure

2.
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sum was

allocated to the

New

Orleans

composed

trict
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Production

New

Credit
Orleans.
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Corporation

of Alabama, Louisiana and Mississippi. The money was
stock
to be used for purchasing Class
in local credit cooperatives and for

located in

operating the Production Credit Corporation. Money from the sale of Class
A stock enabled local associations to
provide the reserves necessary to insure sound and economical operations.

The associations operating in Missiswere organized in 1934 by a small
number of farmers with the aid of representatives from the Production Credit
Corporation. Farmers formed the core
of the organization, since they were
ultimately to become the owners and

District

A

The Production Credit
generally purchased stock
percent of the volume of
by the local associations.
guide, however, did not

Corporation
equal to 20
loans made
This general
prohibit the

buying more stock
capital was needed by the
The $71/2 million
local organizations.
made available in the New Orleans
District was retired at the end of 1952,
with the exception of $615,000.
Corporation from
if

more

In Mississippi there are ten ProducCredit Associations in the state
(Figure 2).
Each has within its area
from one to ten branch offices located
in important trade centers easily accessible to farmers.

tion

Progress made by the associations
has been made possible by having the
(1) District Production Credit Corporation as a supervisory agency, (2) capProduction
italization
through
the
Credit Corporation, (3) local Production Credit Association partly-owned
and operated by the farmers, and (4)

branch offices easily accessible to
the farmers.
The objective of this study was to
examine the operating policies and
practices of the Production Credit Associations to provide farmers, agricultural
leaders,
and other interested
groups with knowledge of the growth
and status of these organizations in
Mississippi.
It is also anticipated that
evaluations can be made which will aid
in solving some of the problems conAlso it
fronting these organizations.
will enable the management personnel
to render better services.
local

The data were collected by field interviews with the secretary-treasurer
of each association, and by obtaining
copies of the annual reports for the
Data were also obtained from the various reports of the Dis-

years, 1949-52.

ORGANIZATION AND GROWTH
sippi

to be the users of the associations. An
average of 9 farmers in each of 11
separate localities purchased one share
of stock each, valued at $5 per share,
to form the Production Credit Associa-

One association, located at
State College, Mississippi, discontinued
operations before the end of the first
year, and was consolidated with other
tions.

associations. The remaining 10 associations were still operating at the time
of the study.

In addition to the small investment

by the farmers, the associations were
capitalized by the sale of Class A stock
the Production Credit Corporation.
This amounted to $2.8 million at the
end of the first year, 1934. Class A,
or non-voting stock, was issued for the
money borrowed from the Government,
whereas. Class B, or voting stock, was
issued to the farmers for money invested by them. Regulations prohibited the sale of Class B stock to anyone
except farmer borrowers, thus insurto

ing their control.

There has been a continuous growth
both in services offered and in financial security (Table 1).

One

of the outstanding characteristhe financial growth of the associations has been the decrease in the
amount of stock held by the Governtics of

in the amount
held by farmers. In 1934, Government
holdings of Class A stock represented
almost 100 percent of the total; whereas, the farmers owned 88 percent and
the Government only 12 percent by
In 1953, all but $55,000 of the
1952.
stock held by the Government was retired, and it has been proposed that
all the Government-owned stock will
be retired by the end of 1954. The as-

ment and the increase

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN
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Table

The

1.

financial status of the Production Credit Associalions in Mississippi.
1934i

Ownership

1940

|

|

1946

|

Thousand
Farmers:
Class
Class

A

B

Government
Class
Class

A
B

-

stock
stock

None

7

29

501

|

1952

dollars
125
1,084

759
2,514

capital:

stock
stock

.

Reserves
Total

513

-

assets

2.871

2,468

1,150

105

None

None

None

None

100

741

1,540

3,013

3,000

3.717

3,899

6,391

reports, District Production Credit Corporation. New Orleans, Louisiana.
1 The
data for 1934 were not broken down into various classifications, therefore, exact
figures were not obtained for the amount of reserves and for Class A stock owned by farmers.

Source:

Annual

become completely
farmer owned and operated.
Peserves for the various associations
in Mississippi have grown continually
and by 1952, $3 million had been accumulated. This represented an average of almost $300,000 per association.
By building up adequate reserves, the
sociations will then

local associations are able to increase
their borrowing capacity from the FedThese
eral Intermediate Credit Bank.
reserves mean security to the farmers
since their associations will be able to

continue

lending

operations

even

though economic conditions may be unfavorable at times. The average lending ratio has been about 5 to 1, with
peak lendings at 7 to 1. The maximum
ratio

is

10 to

1.

reserves, farmers
continued to invest through purchasing
both Class A and Class B stock. This
investment accounts for about one-half

To supplement the

worth of the associawhich gives added financial security and has enabled them to retire
the stock held by the Government.
The Delta associations have grown
more rapidly than those in the Upland.
This is probably accounted for by the
of the total net
tions,

A

larger size of loans in the Delta.
more detailed comparison in regard to
the size and number of loans will be
discussed later in this report.

GENERAL OPERATING
AND PRACTICES

POLICIES

Several general policies of operation
are common to all Production Credit
Associations. This comparability is the
result of the over-all planning and
formulating of definite procedures to

be followed in the

operations of the

These procedures
were established by the Farm Credit
Act of 1933.
One general policy is that only farmers are allowed to borrow money from
local

association.

the associations,

rowed

is

to

be

arid

used

the
for

money

bor-

production

purposes.

Each farmer borrowing from the asis also considered a member,

sociation

but only for the length of time that he
an active borrower. If he should discontinue borrowing from the association, he is placed on an inactive basis
after the second year, and he loses his
right to vote in the affairs of the association.
This policy always keeps
the control of the business in the hands
of the active borrowers and enables
is

them to make decisions which will
more nearly fit their present credit
needs, subject to limits set by the

Farm

Credit Administration and the
Production Credit Corporation. These
limitations refer mainly to maintaining
proper lending ratios and soundness.

A borrower must purchase stock
equivalent to 5 percent, or part thereof,
of the loan he receives. As an example,
if he should borrow $500, he would be
required to purchase five shares of
stock valued at $25. If he borrows $525
to $600 the borrower must purchase
six shares of stock valued at $30. The
purpose of this is to have those who
use the credit assume a part of the
This stock is also the
risk involved.
voting stock which gives the active
borrowers the privilege of directing the
operating policies of the association.
When the farmer repays his loan, he
has several choices as to how he will

PRODUCTION CREDIT ASSOCIATIONS
handle his stock. He may decide to
If
leave his stock in the association.
so, he will accomplish a three-fold purpose. First, he will be able to borrow
again without the purchase of extra
stock, as long as he holds stock equal to
5 percent of his intended loan.
Secondly, this stock will serve as an in-

vestment in his own credit facilities.
The board of directors of a local credit
cooperative made the following statement, "The purchase of Class A stock
by the farmer should be looked upon as
just another necessary tool for making
it
is just as important as a
a crop
tractor, combine, or a mule."The
farmer, through his investment in stock,
will give added financial strength to

—

his local associations and make
sible to carry on sound and

posbetter
if
the
it

Thirdly,
lending operations.
holder of the stock does not borrow
within a two-year period, his stock is
converted to Class A, non-voting stock,
but will share in any dividends which
might be declared. The extent to which
dividends have been paid by the 10 associations are as follows: 1934-49 none,
in

and

1950, two
in 1952,

associations; 1951,
four associations.

one;

The

dividend rates were 5 percent in all
of the above cases except one, which
paid 3 percent. This means that some
of the farmers who have accumulated
stock in their organization are. receiving cash dividends plus the fact that
they are making their association financially stronger. Most managers felt
that in a few years dividends would be
paid each year, especially in the cooperatives that had been able to build
up sufficient reserves.

Another alternative

is that the farmrequest that his stock be sold
at the time of the repayment of his
loan.
Since the associations are generally making loans continuously, they
are able to sell the stock to another

er

may

borrower and pay the farmer either
immediately or very soon after he pays
his debt in full.
The stock is always
handled at par value; the price does
not exceed $5 per share when transacted or sold.
^

"Annual Report of Board of Directors,
Brookhaven Production Credit Associa-

1952,"
tion.
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In recent years members have increased their holdings of Class A stock.
In 1946, Class A holdings averaged
$12,000 per association; by 1952, the

average was $76,000.

A

more recent

practice

is

to

pay

a

patronage refund in cash or to issue
Class A stock in the favorable years
of operation.
Two associations have
paid cash refunds one in the year
1950, and the other for both 1951 and
1952.
This practice will probably become common to other associations unless unfavorable economic conditions

—

should

arise.

Another similarity of operation is
in the method of obtaining funds for
lending operations. The following procedures are usually followed:
The farmers make applications
1.
for loans either at the branch office
or at the main office of their respective
local association.
2.
The local association either makes
or declines the loan. If made, proceeds
are disbursed by the association immediately, or as required, without regard to the further handling of the
loan.
Along with the loan applications,
3.
chattel mortgages are taken from the
borrowers, and submitted to the Federal Intermediate Credit Bank.
4.
After approval of the loans, the

mortgages are pooled together and
debenture bonds issued. The bonds are
backed by the chattel mortgages.
The bonds are then placed on the
5.
market and are sold to the investing
public.

The money is sent back to the
6.
associations to replace the funds theretofore advanced to the farmer.
The same policy is used in establishing the interest rate charged the borrower. The interest rate is determined
by the investment market. For example, if bonds sell for 3 percent, the Federal Intermediate Credit Bank would
add a small amount to cover cost of
operations. Then the local associations
are permitted to add an extra 3 percent,
but not to exceed 4 percent, unless a
higher rate is prescribed by the Production Credit Corporation with the
approval of the Production Credit ComThis would make the inmissioner.

MISSISSIPPI
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terest charge equal to about 5.75 to 6
If a local association adds less
than 3 percent spread, it must obtain
the approval of the Production Credit

percent.

All associations except
Corporation.
three now charge 5.75 percent interest.
The three have raised the rate to 6
percent, and it is most likely that the
other organizations will raise their rates
since it has been necessary to offer
higher interest in order to sell the debenture bonds.
Over a period of years a 3 percent
spread has been more than adequate to
meet the expenses of the local associations so that substantial reserves have
accumulated. At the present time these
reserve account for a little over $3 million, or about 50 percent of the total
assets.

Methods
loans

are

of approving and granting
comparable among the asIn each association an ex-

sociations.
ecutive or a loan committee, either approves or declines the loan application.
The loan committee is composed of two

situation.

In add-tion to the above characteristics
of the associations have the supervisory services of the Production Credit
Corporation and the auditing service of
the examining division of the Washington office. Some of the benefits of this
supervisory service are as follows:

all

1.

Each association has regular auThe representatives

dits twice a year.
of the Production

Credit Corporation
of the Washaudit the local associa-

and the examining division
ington

office

tions.

Through the aid of the ProducCredit Corporation all loan and
application forms have been standardized, thus, facilitating processing loans
through the local associations and the
Federal Intermediate Credit Bank.
2.

tion

A

comparable accounting procedure has been developed by the Production Credit Corporation which aids
in making comparisons among various
3.

associations.

The Production Credit Corpora-

tion acts as an agent for the local associations in purchasing forms and othBulk orders reduce
er office supplies.
prices
5.

Perhaps the most important serv-

the credit examination. This includes a review of every outstanding
loan of the local association.
These
xoans are classed according to their
soundness: Class A loans have only
minor weaknesses, Class B loans have
moderate weaknesses and require only
normal supervision, Class C loans have
major weaknesses and require special
supervision, and Class D loans have
the outstanding balances which are
deemed uncoilectable in whole or in
part. This enables the manager to concentrate on collecting loans in the
critical groups.
ice, is

OPERATING RELATIONSHIPS
AMONG THE PRODUCTION
CREDIT ASSOCIATION
Number and Volume of Loans

who

are farmers, and
the secretary-treasurer. This arrangement appears to be satisfactory, since
it provides a committee with a good
knowledge of the local agricultural

board members,

4.

513

There was a large variation in the
number and volume of loans made by
the association (Figure 3). During the
first year, 1934, over 5,000 loans were
The trend continued upward
made.
reaching a peak of 16,626 in 1949. Since
1949, the number of loans has declined
to about 15,000. Some of the personnel
interviewed indicated that the number
of loans would possibly decrease further, since many small farmers who
had previously been borrowers were
leaving the farm to work in other occupations.

The volume of loans ranged from
$3 million in 1934 to a peak of $49 milThere has been a conlion in 1952.
tinuous upward trend in the volume
of loans since the organizations began
operations. This has been due primarily to the use of more production supplies, increased prices, and increased

farm operations.
significant comparison in the
Qumber and volume of loans is shown

scale of

A more

in

Figure

made by
Delta was

The total number of loans
the four associations in the
53,000 for the 19-year period

4.

.

PRODUCTION CREDIT ASSOCIATIONS
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Mississippi, 1934-1952.

1934-52, as contrasted to 203,000 loans
the six associations operating
in the Upland.
The average number
of loans per association was 702 in the
Delta compared to 1,783 in the Upland.
Thus cooperatives in the Upland averaged 2.5 times as many loans per association as did those in the Delta areas
for the 19-year period.
There were
many fluctuations in the number of
loans made in the Upland group; whereas, the number of loans made by the

made by

Delta group has been rather stable.

The volume of loans was greater for
the Delta group every year since the
Production Credit system came into
existence. For the entire period 193452, all of the associations loaned a total
of $355 million or an average of $18
million per year. Of the above amount
the Delta group loaned $200 million, or
a yearly average of $10.5 million, as
contrasted to $155 million, or an average of $5.5 million for the group in the

Upland area. The volume of loans for
both groups has increased each year
except for 1950, when the volume of
loans dropped for the Delta group
(Figure 4).

Volume of loans and size of loans
have changed considerably in the last
few years (Table 2). The most significant change has been in the size of
loans.
For the period 1934-44 the average loan was $728, but increased to
$1,946
the average size for the period
1944-52.
The average loan for the co-

—

operatives in the Upland area was $414
for the period 1934-44 and $1,065 for
For the Delta
the period 1944-52.
group the average loan was $1 921 and
In the period
respectively.
$5,309,
1944-52 the average loan increased by
160 percent for the Upland group and
175 percent for the Delta group above
the average for the 10 preceeding years.

The number of loans, however, was
only 13 percent greater for the period

(sjEHop

uoT^^Tuu) suBox JO auin-[o/^
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1944-52 for all of the associations comThere was little difference in
bined.
the increase in number of loans by the
two groups. There was, however, a
greater fluctuation in the number of
loans made for the Upland group (Figure 4).
Although the percentage increase in both number and size of loans
was approximately the same for both
groups, the actual size of the loans was
much greater for the Delta. For the
period 1934-44 the average loan for the
Delta group was 4.6 times larger than
for the Upland group, and was five
times larger in the period 1944-52. During the three-year period 1950-52, the
average number of loans per association for the Delta group was 743 compared to 2,023 per association for the

The above comparison indicates that
associations making the smallest
number of loans were making the largest loans, and those making the largest
number made the smallest loans. This
the

due to the type of farming area since
Upland area has many small farms
as contrasted to the large farms in the
is

the

Delta. It further reveals that the numof loans has remained at about
15,000 per year for the entire group,
but that the volume of loans was 1.5
times larger in 1952 than it was in
1950.
This indicates that the trend is
toward larger loans and possibly a
leveling off in the total number at

ber

of loans per association for the same
period was $5.8 and $3.1 million, respectively. The Delta group accounted
for only 21 percent of the total number of loans made, 1950-52. but accounted for 54 percent of the total volume of

money

about

Loans and Personnel

loaned.

number

of full-time equivalent personnel (Table 4). The associations making less than 1,000 loans per association
had an average of seven full-time
equivalent personnel employed with an
average of 106 loans per person. The
associations in the range of 1,000 to
1,999 had an average of 14 people employed and made 111 loans per person.
For those making 2,000 loans or more,
an average of 17 people were employed,
and made 146 loans per person. This

fluctuated rather widely (Table 3).
Four of the associations made less than
1,000 loans per year with an average
of 743 per association, and an average
volume of $5.8 million per year for the
three-year period.
The second group
made an average of 1,554 loans with an
average volume of $2.6 million per association. The last group made an av-

A

2.
comoarison of the number
for the period, 1934-44 and 1944-52.

15,000.

There was some relationship between
the number of loans made and the

Over the past three years the number
of loans has remained fairly constant.
The volume of loans made, however,

Table

and volume

of loans for Ihe

Upland and Delta groups

Upland group
Item

13

erage of 2,491 loans with an average
volume of $3.6 million per association.
The average size of the loans was
$7,806 for the first group, $1,673 for
the second group, and $1,452 for the
third group.

The average volume

Upland group.

IN MISSISSIPPI

Delta group

1944-52

1934-44

Total number of loans
109.326
94,027
Total volume of loans (000)
...
$116,481
$38,940
Average number of loans per vear
9.402
12,147
Average volume of loans per year (000)
$3,894
$12,942
Average size of loan
$ 1,065
$ 414
Source: Annual Reports of Production Credit Corporation.

24,755
$47,563
2,476
$4,756
$1,921

1934-44

Table

Number

The number and volume
1950
Number

3.

of
associations

of loans

per association
Less than 1.000
1,000
2.000

-

4
3
3
10

.

1,999

and more

Total

Average

.

of loans

made

New

1

28.639
$152,052
3.182
$16,894
$ 5,309

Orleans, Louisiana.

in 1950, 1951,

and

1952

1952

1951

Volume

Volume

Volume

1944-52

of loans

No. of

of loans

No. of

of loans

No. of

loans

(000)

loans

(000)

loans

(000)

$18,868
6,285
8,365
33.518
3.352

2.924
4,600
7.489
15.013
1,501

$23,919
7,784
11,054
42,757
4.276

3,020
4.717
7,321
15,058
1,503

$27,026
9,680
12,992
49.698
4,970

2.974
4,673
7.610
15,257
1,525

MISSISSIPPI
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ating expenses among the various cooperatives (Table 5). The associations
making less than 1,000 loans per association loaned $106 for each dollar
spent for operating expenses. The second group loaned $43 for each dollar
The
incurred in operating expenses.
third group loaned $46 for each dollar
Again, it is
of operating expenses.
evident that, as the volume of loans increased, the expenses per dollar loaned
This indicates that it has
decreased.
been almost as expensive to loan small
volumes as it has been to loan large
volumes.
further emphasizes the
It
fact that the requirements for personnel and operating expenses have been
tied more closely to the number of
loans than to volume. It also indicates
that, as the associations expanded the
volume of loans, they were able to operate more efficiently and lower the cost
to the borrowers.

The volume of money loaned and the
number of persons employed showed a
variation than in the com-

number of loans and persons
employed. Volume also varied inverseparison of

with persons employed. In the first
group, $965,000 was loaned per employThis compares with $230,000 and
ee.
$244,000 per employee for the second
and third groups. It should also be
noted that the associations having the
highest volume of loans per employee
were in the Delta. Farms there are
large and capital requirements are
higher, therefore, it would be expected
that the volume of loans would be
greater per employee.
ly

Volume Loaned and Expenses
The volume

of loans and the operating expenses increased and bore a close
In
relation to each other (Figure 5).
1940, total operating expenses account2.4 percent of the total volume

ed for

Salaries and Loans

loaned, or 2.4 cents per dollar loaned.
In 1952, operating expenses accounted
for only 1.2 percent, or 1.2 cents per
dollar loaned. This indicates that over
the period of years, as the volume of
loans has increased, expenses have decreased, when compared on the basis of
dollars loaned. It further indicates that
the associations have utilized personnel
more efficiently, since these requirements have not increased as rapidly as
the volume loaned increased, but are

A

4.
comparison of number
lent personnel. 1950-1952.

Number
of
associations

Range
Less

than

1.000
2.000

-

1,000
1,999

and

,

more

Total and average

Table

Number

5.

of loans

Range

Total

-

For the associations making

1,000
1.999

and more

less

than

1,000 loans per association, the expenditure for salaries for office personnel

men was $25,000. As the
of loans increased up to 2,000,
the expenditure for salaries was $35,000,
The association making 2,000 or more
loans had a salary expense of $43,000
and

field

number

on an annual

basis.

of loans showed a more
to
salaries
relationship

The volume
pronounced

and volume

of loans

Total

Average

number

number

and the number

of full-time equiva-

Total
loans

Average

Total

Average

volume

size of

ed

made

number

ed

of loans

of loans

loan

28
42
52
122

7
14

3,020
4.717
7,321
15,058

27,026
9,680
12,698
49,698

7,806
1,673
1,452
3.300

employ- employ-

The annual average volume

17
12

of loans
1

i

Less than
1,000
2.000

4
3
3
10

of

There were wide variations in the
volume of money loaned and the oper-

rate.

Table

number

affected more by the actual
loans made.

indicates that as the number of loans
increased the number of personnel required increased, but at a decreasing

much wider
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743
1,554
2,491
1,503

and operating expenses.

Number

of
associations
4
3
3
10

1

I

Volume
loaned
$23,271,000
7,883.037
10,803.580
41.957,617

1950-52.

Operating
expenses
$224,666
185,000
234,000
643.666

PRODUCTION CREDIT ASSOCIATIONS
The
than did the number of loans.
volume loaned per dollar expended for
salaries was $22B. $75 and $84. respectively, for each of the three groups
compared previously. The second group

40
Figure

5.

41

The volumo

Mississippi, 1940-1952.

4Z
of

43

44

45
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was less efficient in this comparison
and probably was not using its personnel as efficiently or was paying its
personnel more than the other groups.
For the group as a whole, one dollar

46

47

48

49

50

3

1
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loans and oneraling expenses. Production Credit Cooperatives in
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was spent for salaries for every $127
indicates
comparison
This
loaned.
higher costs for the associations making
It was
large numbers of small loans.
also noted that, in the Delta, salaries
accounted for 46 percent of the operating expenses compared to 54 percent
For the group, salfor the Upland.
aries constituted 51 percent of the total
operating expenditure. One of the reasons for the extreme variations above
was the difference in the number of
branch offices. In the Delta, the associations had an average of two field
offices

compared

for the Upland.

was accounted

to

an average of six

Some

of the difference

no doubt, by the
of the loans made by the
for,

larger size
Delta associations.
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Loans and Net Earnings
The net earnings

of the associations
varied from $130,000 in 1940 to $390,000
in 1951.
Over a period of years the
net earnings have been increasing;
whereas, the number of loans have
shown a tendency to decline (Figure
The net earnings for the years
6).
1949 and 1952 dropped severely at a
time when the number of loans were
Also, the volume of
at a peak level.
loans for the above two years was increasing. In checking the other operating procedures of the cooperatives, it
was found that several associations retired a substantial amount of the stock
held by the Government and also paid
patronage refunds and dividends on
stock to their members.
The above

400
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PRODUCTION CREDIT ASSOCIATIONS
practice was probably responsible for
the decline in the net margins for the
two years indicated.
The associations making the smallest
number of loans had the highest net
earnings.
For example, the cooperatives making less than 1,000 loans had
average net earnings of $30,000 per association on an annual basis.
The associations making 1,000-1,999 loans had
an average of only $11,000 in net margins per association. The cooperatives
making 2,000 or more loans had net
margins of $17,600 per association. The
net earnings ranged from a low of
$7,000 to a high of $38,000 based on the
In
average for the period 1940-52.
more recent years the net margins for
some of the associations operating in
the Delta have exceeded $100,000 per
For the years 1950-52 the averyear.

age

net

IN MISSISSIPPI

margin

per

association

17

was

$34,000.

The volume of loans, however, seemed to have a much more important
bearing on the net margins than number of loans (Figure 7). During most
of the years, 1940-52, as the volume of
loans increased, the net margins inThe exceptions to this were
creased.
in the years in which the cooperatives

paid patronage dividends and dividends
on stock. Government-held stock was
invested in bonds, therefore, when these

bonds were retired, it necessarily reduced the income of the association.

The

was

a reduction in the net
of the associations had
maintain several branch offices
to
which appeared to be responsible for

result

earnings.

Some

The average
their lower net margins.
volume of money loaned annually per

400
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Net earnings
350 )—
3Z5
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association for the period 1950-52 was
The
$4.2 million on an annual basis.
net earnings averaged $34,000 per association for the same period.

Net Margin Per Dollar Loaned
The net margin per

dollar loaned is
good indication of the actual
earning efficiency of the association.
For the entire group the net margin
per dollar loaned was .85 percent for
the period 1940-52. During the recent
years, 1950-52, the earning efficiency
decreased to .70 percent for the group.
Individual associations had earning
efficiencies ranging from a low of .40
to a high of 1.15 percent per dollar
loaned. During the last few years some
of the associations have made cash
a fairly

patronage refunds and have paid dividends on stock, these were deducted
before net margins were determined.
If these were included in the net margins figure, earnings per dollar loaned
would be about 1 percent for the group.
This indicates that the farmers borrowing through their respective associations
were able to have about 1 percent of
their total volume of loans to put into
the capital structure of their cooperatives as a reserve fund.
It has been
these earnings, plus the purchase of
additional Class A stock, which have
made it possible for the organizations
to retire almost all of the stock held
by the Federal Government and thus
become farmer owned and operated.

Length
One
tions
is

of

relationship

the

of

money

length

of

is

various lending institutions.
Some of
the more common methods of charging
interest are as follows:

2.

paid.

annual rate.
Flat annual rate and interest pre-

Flat

5.
The budget method in which in
terest is charged on the actual amount
of money borrowed, actual number of

days used, and the money is obtained
at the time it is needed throughout the
period of the loan. This latter method
is usually followed by the Production
Credit Cooperatives; whereas, one or

more of the other methods are more
commonly used by other lending institutions.

In order to illustrate the differences

amount of interest payments under the above methods, the following
example of an average Mississippi production loan will be used. Let us asin the

A

sume

that Farmer
borrows $2,000 for
a period of six months at an interest
rate of 6 percent.
What will be the
cost of the loan under the above mentioned methods.
1.

Under the flat annual rate plan
would pay $120, equivalent

a borrower

an annual interest rate of 12 percent.
Under the flat annual rate with
interest prepaid the interest payment
would be $120. However, the borrower would have the use of only $1,880
since the interest would be deducted
from the principal. He would be paying interest at an annual rate of 12.8
to

2.

3.

borrowed and
the amount of interest that he must
pay.
There are several methods of
charging interest which are used by

1.

4.
Interest charged only on the number of days for which the loan is obtained, with interest not prepaid.

Should interest be charged on the
of days used and interest pre-

number

of the most important considerafrom the farmer's point of view

the

3.
Interest charged only on the number of days for which the loan is obtained, with interest prepaid.

percent.

Loans and Interest
Payments

time for which

513

paid the payment would be $60. With
the interest deducted the borrower
would have the use of $1,940; whereas,
he would be paying interest on $2,000.
4.
If interest is charged on the actual term of the loan with interest not
prepaid, the interest payment would be
$60, and the borrower would have the
full use of the $2,000.
5.
On a budget method in which the
farmer pays five equal installments,
one per month the interest payment
would be calculated as follows:

—

PRODUCTION CREDIT ASSOCIATIONS
Interest
$400 for 6
2nd. $400 for 5
Srd, $400 for 4
4th. $400 for 3
1st.

5th. $400 for 2

$2,000

months
months
months
months
months

at 69c

-

at
at
at
at
at

6%

$12.00
10.00
8.00

6<;'v

6'/o

6.00
4.0p

6<,'o

6%

$40.00
12.50

-

Service charges
Interest

on money invested

stock

in
3.00

TOTAL CHARGES

$55.50

Obviously, the interest paid
in favor of the latter method,

would be
which is

commonly followed by

the Production
Credit Associations. It should be mentioned, however, that rates charged by
lending institutions differ. For example, as the size of loans increase the
rate of interest charged may be lower,
and usually the interest rate goes up
to 8 percent for small loans. It is, therefore, to the advantage of a borrower to
examine carefully the interest payments
before obtaining a loan. Another important consideration in respect to the
production credit loan is that after all
expenses have been paid by the association, any money left over in the
form of over-charges belongs to the
farmer borrowers.
Over a period of
years these over-charges have amounted to about 1 percent of the volume
loaned. As a result the farmers obtaining money through their credit cooperatives have been able to accumulate an
equity in their local associations
amounting to over $7 million during the
20-year period of operations.
The actual charges to farmers for
money borrowed through the Production Credit Associations are shown in

Table 6.
For the associations considered as a
whole the interest charges and service
fees averaged 3.2 cents per dollar loaned, even though the rate of interest was
5.75 percent.
The loans were obtained
for an average of 5.5 months with interest charged only for the actual number of days the money was used. The
Table

of loans

Less than
Total

-

above charges, and income accruing
from investments in bonds, have enabled the associations to operate with
net earnings amounting to approximately 1 percent of the total volume of
money loaned. This means that over
the period of years the actual cost of
money borrowed through the Production Credit system amounted to about
2.5 cents per dollar.
The charges for making loans by the
Delta associations were 2.5 cents compared to 4.0 cents per dollar loaned for
the associations in the Upland area. All
associations charged a basic rate of
5.75 percent but the Delta loans were
five times larger and were made for
periods of only one-half as long as
were those of Upland cooperatives (4.5
months compared to 9.5 months). This
fact is responsible for the difference
in the charges and in actual cost to
the borrower.
Service fees for loans of different
sizes vary and are illustrated below:

Amount
$100

Fee charged

of loan

and under

101 to $300
301 to 500
501 to 1,000
1,000 and over

to $5.00
to 5.00
to 7.50
to 15.00
plus V2 of
1 percent in excess of $1,000
to $15.00 plus 1/2 of 1 percent
of amount in excess of $1,000,
with
fee of $50.00
to $85.00.
$2.00
3.00
5.00
10.00
$10.00

maximum

It is evident that as the loans increased in size the fees charged were reducThe fees
ed on a per dollar basis.
charged also varied for the different co-

The borrower may, howoperatives.
ever, use the above table in computing
the approximate service fees.
Service
fees charged per dollar loaned ranged
from .25 percent, the lowest, to 1.2 perSince the cooperacent, the highest.
tives in the Upland area had smaller
than the Delta cooperatives
loans
($1,500 as compared to $7,000) the service fees per dollar loaned were much
higher for the first group.

comparison of Ihe voli'me of loans, inlerest pa"ments and service
and length of loans for the credit cooperatives,' 1950-52.

Range
1,000
2,000

19

A

6.

loans,

Number
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1,000
1,999

and more

Volume

Interest

of loans
(000)

$69,813
23,749
32,411
125.973

charged

Service
charges

(000)

(000)

$174
185
275
634

$1,582
656
1,107
3, .345

fees, cosl

of

Length

charges

Cost
per $

of loans

(000)

(cents)

(months)

$1,756
841

2.5
3.5
4.3
3.2

4.7
5.8

Total

1,382
3,979

7.1
5.5

MISSISSIPPI
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Other Relationships
Recently

the

Mississippi

and Poultry Loan
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associations.
However, it is not a
quirement for a production loan.

re-

Livestock

Law was

passed. It
possible for

has provisions making it
farmers to borrow money from banks
or other lending agencies for a maximum interest rate of 5 percent, with
1 percent of this to be returned to the
State. The funds returned to the State
are put into a revolving fund to be used
as the need arises in future periods.

It was anticipated by some people
that the Production Credit Associations
would participate in these lending opSince the Production Credit
erations.

Associations have loaned money at 5.75
percent interest and have had only
about 1 percent net profit, it would
be difficult to enter the program as
The reset up under the present law.
quirement of paying into the revolving
fund plan 1 percent would leave the
associations without any funds for
building up their capital reserves. Actually several of the cooperatives have
less than 1 percent net margins on operations and thus would be unable to
enter into the Livestock Lending Program under the present administrative
structure. However, Production Credit
Cooperatives are making quite a large
number of dairy and livestock loans.
Loans that have not been repaid at the
end of one year are refinanced, if conIt was also pointed
ditions warrant.
out that granting only a 12-month loan
tended to keep both the lender and
borrower aware of the status of the
loan and that needed adjustments could

be made.
In recent years the Production Credit
Cooperatives have offered an additionThis is a credH
al service to borrowers.
life insurance program offered at cost
to the individual borrower if he desires
insurance protection. When a farmer
borrows, he may elect to take out a
term life insurance policy for the
This one-year
amount of the loan.
policy is obtainable without physical
examination or age limit, and has a
maximum value of $10,000. In case of
death of the borrower, the insurance
pays the full face value of the loan.
Several companies are offering this
type of policy through the local credit

MANAGERIAL RELATIONSHIPS OF THE PRODUCTION

CREDIT ASSOCIATIONS
It seems desirable to approach the
problem of managerial relationship
from the following phases: the members and their functions, the directors
and their functions, and the manager
and his functions.

Membership
Since

1934,

when

the

associations

began with about 100 charter
members, membership had grown steadily and reached 20,000 by 1949.
Since
then, however, the number has defirst

to about 15,000 member borrowers.
This latter figure does not
include the inactive members, that is,
the ones who have not borrowed
through their organization for the past
two years and who hold Class A, or
non-voting stock. At the end of 1952
there were 8,000 inactive members or
Class A stockholders in the ten Production Credit Associations in Mississippi.
These stockholders owned, at
that time, almost $1 million worth of
The Class
Class A, non-voting stock.
B stockholders, the voting membership,
owned $2.5 million at the end of 1952.
A more complete picture of the membership composition is presented in
Figure 8. The number of members in
the Delta area has been rather stable,
ranging from 2,000 to 4,000 per year,
1940-52. For the same period the membership in the Upland cooperatives had
The
a larger range, 10,000 to 14,000.
inactive members for the period 194852 averaged 1,000 for the Delta group
as compared to 6,000 for the Upland
group. The recent decline in the number of active borrowers is probably accounted for by favorable economic conditions of the past several years, and
the fact that many of the small farmers, previously obtaining loans, have
now discontinued farming. The latter
reason is most likely the more important one.
Active members control the organiza-

clined

PRODUCTION CREDIT ASSOCIATIONS
tion since they are the only ones allowThe only way inactive
to vote.

ed

members share

in the operation

is

and if the associations declare a
dend on the Class A stock. In

when
divi1952,

associations declared dividends on
stock; prior to 1952 only two associations had declared dividends or had
made patronage refunds. However, it
is likely that most of the associations
will declare dividends in future years,
since they have liquidated their obligations to the Federal Government and
have built up their reserve funds.
six

An inactive member may transfer his
Class A stock to Class B stock and
use this for the requirement for borrowing. He must, however, have 5 percent of his total loan in Class B stock.
Farmers who have invested in Class A
stock have accomplished a three-fold
purpose. They share in any dividends
that may be declared, they may convert the Class A to Class B stock for
borrowing purposes, and they build up
the capital structure of their own organization.
Since the borrowing ca20
18
16

14

w
(TJ

12
10

CO
;3

6

4
2

0
Figure

8.
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pacity of a Production Credit Association is based upon its financial status,
the farmers, through the purchase of
Class A stock, are insuring and contributing toward the successful operation of their

own

credit facilities.

Ev-

ery farmer should keep this in mind
when he considers selling his stock.

The composition

of the

membership

ranged from 80 percent landowners and 20 percent rentof the organization

and share croppers to 50 percent
landowners and 50 percent share croppers.
The average for the groups as a
whole was 70 percent landowners and
30 percent renters and share croppers.
In the Upland 75 percent of the borrowers were landowners; whereas, in
ers

the Delta only 63 percent of the bor-

rowers were landowners.
The average attendance of the members at the annual meetings, 1940-52,
ranged from 18 to 48 percent for the
Delta group, and from 10 to 26 percent
for the Upland group (Figure 9). During the last few years the attendance of
members at their annual meetings has

MISSISSIPPI
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Years
Figure

9.

The average membership attendance

at

the annual meetings of the Production

Credit Association, 1940-1952.

increased, with the exception of the
In 1951 and 1952, the
Delta group.
attendance declined from the previous
high level that existed in the four preFor both groups comceding years.
bined the annual attendance for the
past six years has ranged from 26 to
This is about 10 percent
30 percent.
higher than the membership attendance
at annual meetings of the purchasing
cooperatives in Mississippi.-^ It was also observed that the membership attendance varied from various years
and among associations. Some of the
reasons for these variations in attendance were as follows:

The geographic area for the Up1.
land cooperatives is much greater than
for the Delta associations, therefore,
distance of travel and convenience
would favor the Delta group.
2.

The

size of

membership

associat-

ed with the geographic area influenced

membership attendance. The associations with the smaller membership usually had higher percentage attendance.
3.
The planning of annual meetings
was also closely associated with the attendance at the annual meetings. For
example, the associations with some of
the following practices had better attendance at their meetings:

a.

Well planned meeting on the part
manager.

of the
b.

Presentation

of

financial

state-

ments and other pertinent facts by
using charts and other visual aids.
c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

Securing outside speakers to discuss topics of major interest to
the members.
Soliciting the aid of county agents,
vocational
agricultural
teachers
and other farm leaders in organizing programs.
Having barbecues, giving prizes,
and other similar activities.
Contacting school bus drivers and
arranging to have them bring in
people to the meeting.
Providing some type of entertain-

ment

such

as

singing,

comedy

skits, etc.
h.

Appointing

local

committees

in

various areas so that these committee members could aid in con-

and informing members
about the meeting to be held.
i.
Sending out pamphlets and program schedules to the members
prior to the meeting.
Announcements through the local
j.
papers and radio stations.
It was reported by managers and by
others closely associated with the ortacting

5 Jenkins,
Lewis P., "The Operating Policies and Practices of Cooperative Purchasing
Association in Mississippi," Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin No. 491,
June, 1952.

PRODUCTION CREDIT ASSOCIATIONS
ganizations that a well planned program incorporating the above features

would

result in a

good attendance

tion.

The membership turnover was fairly
high for several of the associations.
For the three-year period, 1950-52, an
average of 2,700 members, or 16 percent
the total

membership

sociations each year.

left

the

as-

For the same pe-

however, new members were almost sufficient to offset these losses
and the total membership dropped

riod,

slightly.

The members were usually informed
about the operations of their cooperative association in the following manner: by being given condensed copies
of the annual operating statements; by
the presentation of information at the

annual meetings by the manager and

by

speakers giving
discussions on pertinent topics relative to credit at the annual meetings;
by the showing of motion pictures related to production credit; by sending
information pamphlets through the
mail; by the purchasing of calves for
4-H Club members, thus training the
young farmers in the use of credit; and
by the various field men operating the
A further discussion
branch offices.
will be given concerning the activities
of the managers and their personnel in
another section of this report.
directors;

One

visiting

of the difficulties of

23

stand the credit system and to use
will determine

its

it

success or failure.

at

It was also inthe annual meetings.
dicated that the annual meetings were
of major importance since it was a
means of getting members to feel their
responsibility toward their organiza-

of

IN MISSISSIPPI

informing

as indicated by some of the
managers, was that it was hard to get
a convenient and suitable meeting place
large enough to accommodate all of the
members. This was particularly true
for the associations in the Upland which

members,

covered several counties (Figure 2). V
might be more desirable to have several meetings in order to overcome the
above problem. Meetings might be
held on a county basis or in each area
where there is a local branch office.
This would make the meetings more
accessible to the farmers; and in the
long run, getting the people to under-

Directors
In each association there are five directors who determine the policies. As
has already been mentioned, two are
elected by the board as a whole to
serve on the Loan Committee with the
secretary-treasurer.
This
Committee
has full authority to approve or to
decline loan applications.

The directors are elected for three
years. The practice followed is to elect
two directors one year, two the next„
and one the next year. This procedure
removes the danger of having a completely new set of directors at any time.
possible to remove the directors
by a majority vote of the members or by action of the Production
Credit Corporation.
However, it was
indicated that neither of the above
practices had been used. In fact, many
It is

either

of the original directors are

still

serv-

ing on the board.

The directors met on the average
about six times per year with an average attendance of 95 percent at each
of the meetings.
Most of the associations followed the practice of paying
the directors an honorary fee of $10
per meeting plus $.07 per mile for
travel expenses to and from meetings.

The Loan Committee met much more
frequently than did the directors. This
Committee is subject to call at any
time, and it was indicated that during
the rush season for lending, the Loan

Committee sometimes met more often
than once per week. Directors on this
Committee, like the directors in general, were paid on a per-meeting basis.
It is the duty and responsibility of the
Loan Committee to review and pass

upon the loan applications of prospecmember-borrowers.
It was reported by the managers interviewed that the directors were very

tive

active in matters pertaining to the operation of the associations. They also
directors
the
were
that
indicated
punctual at the meetings, and portrayed a strong interest in their organization.

MISSISSIPPI
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and collecting loan payments.

Managers
The

office

managerial personnel for

the association

is

composed

of a secre-

tary-treasurer, assistant secretarytreasurer, clerks and branch office field
men and their clerks. The secretarytreasurer is in complete charge of general operations, under the direction of
the board. He is responsible for employing or discharging persons mentioned above. He carries out the policies set forth by tlie board and serves
as a member of the Executive or Loan

Committee.

On the whole the managers have
been very stable. Six of the associations have managers who have been
with them since they started in 1934.
The remaining associations, except one,
had managers who had been with them
at least 17 years.

The managers were also well trained in both formal education and experience.
Their education ranged from
high school and 24 years of experience
to four years of college and 18 years
•of experience.
There seemed to be
some indication that formal education
and experience were substitutes for
each other.
There appeared to be no direct relationship between salaries paid managers
and their education. A manager with
a college degree received the lowest
salary of the entire group; whereas,
the manager with the highest salary
had a high school education. There

was

a difference of six years' experi-

ence in favor of the latter. (The average salary for the entire group was
$7,394,

1952.)

Along with the managers each association employed field men or branch
office managers.
These employees are
under the supervision of their respecsecretary-treasurer, generally referred to in this report as the manager.
'The number of field men or branch office managers ranged from one to ten
tive

These men were of
farm background and in many cases
were farming along with their office
activities.
The main responsibilities

per association.

of these
cations,

men
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are: receiving loan appli-

making farm inspections, supervising loans, making loan analysis.

ing these field

men

By hav-

located strategical-

throughout the State, farmers have
convenient places for making loan applications and also personnel to confer
with in regard to their farm plans and
ly

loans.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
It was evident from a review of the
lending agencies and their policies of
credit extension together with the depressed economic conditions of the
early 1930's, that farmers in general
were faced with the problem of obtaining adequate credit for production
purposes. In 1933 the Farm Credit Act
was approved by Congress. This act
made it possible for farmers to organize Cooperative Credit Associations for
the purpose of aiding themselves in
obtaining needed credit.

The association in Mississippi (ten
number) were organized in 1934 and
The Probegan lending operations.
in

duction Credit Corporation invested an
average of $287,000 per association,
which was used as a reserve fund and
which served as a basis for increasing
their borrowing capacity through the
Federal Intermediate Credit Bank.
Since 1934, all of the Government
capital except $55,000 has been retired and presently the Production Credit
Associations in Mississippi are largely

farmer owned and borrower controlled.
They have assets totaling more than $5
million or an average of over a half

The
dollars per association.
farmers have continually invested in
million

their own organization and, as illustrated in Table 1, have built a soundly financed credit system with a borrowing capacity of over $60 million
annually. However, the actual amount
borrowed at the peak, August 1952,
It is usually recommillion.
that the ratio of borrowing to
capital atid reserves be about six to
one. The maximum ratio is ten to one
but this figure is very seldom reached
by any of the associations and is not
encouraged by the Federal Intermediate Credit Bank, their source of credit.
For the past several years the ten
Production Credit Associations in Mis-

was $37

mended

PRODUCTION CREDIT ASSOCIATIONS
sissippi have
15,000 loans

made an average

of about
with annual volume exDuring the last
ceeding $44 million.
few years, the number of loans has declined, which is probably accounted for
by the relatively favorable economic
conditions that have prevailed, and the
fact that many of the small farmers
have quit farming. The average size
of loan has been about $2,800; how-

associations in the Delta
larger than average-size
loans.
The associations making the
largest number of loans also made the
smallest average-size loans.
This appeared to be the result of the type-offarming areas, particularly those with
the small-size farms.
The associations employed an average of 12 full-time equivalent personever,

the

made much

nel,

ranging from

5

to

20.

Usually

those making the largest number of
loans had the highest number per employee.

The average net margin for the associations for the four years, 1949-52,
was about 1 percent of the total volume
The average length
of money loaned.
Inof loans was 5.5 months, 1950-52.
terest payments plus loan service fees
amounted to 3.2 cents per dollar loanSince margins of 1 percent were
ed.
realized, this means that the long-run
cost of credit to farmer borrowers was
about 2.5 cents per dollar borrowed,
based on a 5.5 month loan. The reason for this low cost is that the Production Credit Associations charge interest only for the number of days
for which the money is used, and also
any accumulation of funds over and
above the actual cost belongs to the
farmer borrowers.
It

was evident that the associations
were able to operate at

in the Delta

greater savings to their member borThis was due to the larger
rowers.
average size of loan five times that
This increased
for the Upland group.
volume of loans made it possible to
operate at a lower cost, per dollar
loaned.

—

The members have continually invested in their organizations and the
associations have retired all except
$55,000 of the Class A stock owned by

IN MISSISSIPPI

the United States.
tive

members,
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The number

has

averaged

of ac-

about

15,000 per year, 1948-1952.
The inactive borrower members averaged 7,000
for the same period of time.
The active borrowers have the voting rights
in the organizations and vote on a one-

man

one-vote basis. Their attendance
annual meetings averaged about
45 percent for the Delta and 20 percent
for the Upland. Based upon estimates,
membership in the Delta associations
was composed of 12 percent more renters and share croppers than for the
at the

Upland area.
There were five directors in each association.
They were elected for a
term of three years on a staggered system. This system appears to be sound,
eliminating the danger of having a
completely new board at any one time.
Over a period of years, it was indicated that board members had a relatively low rate of turnover since many of
them had been serving for several
terms.
Two of the directors are appointed to serve on the Loan Committee with the manager. This Committee
is charged with the responsibility of
approving or declining the loan application; whereas, the board as a whole
is responsible for setting the general
operating and credit policies of the
organization.

The

office

managerial

staff

compos-

ed of the secretary-treasurer, assistant
secretary-treasurer, clerks, and branch
office managers and clerks were responsible for carrying on the business
operations.
The secretary-treasurer,
generally referred to as the manager,
was in complete supervision, being subject only to the decisions of the board.
Managers had very good training, especially from the standpoint of experience. Over half of them had from one
to four years of college training. Their
experience in related fields exceeded
fifteen years for the group as a whole.

The turnover among the managers
has been relatively low. Six have been
with their respective association since
For the
it began operations in 1934.
group as a whole the average tenure
It
for managers was about 17 years.
was indicated by the managers that
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other office personnel had been rather
which in turn had tended to
bring about an efficient organization.
stable,

Branch

office

field

men were

di-

rectly responsible for receiving loan
applications, making farm inspections,
supervising loans, collecting payments,
etc.
These men were of farm background and in several cases carried on
farming operations along with their
own duties. Association managers indicated that a farm background was
essential for branch-office personnel.

There were indications that some organizations utilized personnel more efficiently than others, when considering
the number employed per loan, salaries per loan, etc. The data, however,
were limited and more complete information is needed before definite

conclusions can be reached.

Borrowers in the Delta area secured
loans averaging $5,000 in size, for an
average of 4.7 months, at a cost of
2.5 cents per dollar borrowed, 1944-52.
The Upland borrowers had loans aver-
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aging $1,000 in size, for an average
of 6 months, at a cost of 4 cents per dollar borrowed for the same period. Since

most associations had net margins
amounting to about 1 percent, the longrun actual cost of money borrowed
through the Production Credit Association would be about 1 percent less than
the above indicated figures.
In recent years the Production Credit
Associations have loaned an average of
$44 million to 15,000 farmers each year
in Mississippi.
Also over the period
of years, 1934-1952. the farmer borrowers have been able to accumulate over
$6 million in assets and have established a maximum borrowing capacity of
over $60 million annually.
Based upon other preceding discussions in this report, it appears that
Production Credit Associations have
made a very worthwhile contribution
toward providing adequate and reasonable credit for production purposes. It
also appears that they will, in the future, be able to continue sound and
economic lending.

